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SUMMARY
The characters of Mfisnnhrhuixjs hinutuii Gould are re-e.vamincd with

fresh material, Detailed evidence of its arboreal specialization is presented.
r

l'he validity of the insular form M. hirsutns, -mWoi7//'ri.\i> Ilnymau is con-
firmed. Some aspects of the living animal, of skull and dentition, nvanus and
pes, are illustrated.

f pWfi to the kindness of my friend and former student, Wilfred Batexnan,

Esq., now of the Commonwealth Administration in Porl Darwin, a magnifieent

living specimen of this great tree rat of Northern Australia, which though

formerly much collected and written upon taxononiically, is still very imper-

fectly known.
The specimen was caught by blacks near Garden Point, Melville Island,

where it is still rjlentiful and it occurs also on the adjoining Bathurst Island

across the mile-wide Apslcy Strait. Formerly it was a common animal in suit-

ably forested country over much of the Northern Territory as far south as Daly
Waters, but in recent years its numbers have declined and in many of the

localities of the Daly River scctor > where Knul Dahi found it plentiful in 1894-

95, it seems now to be a rarity- It occurs also on Cape York Peninsula, Queens-
land. Dahi recorded the aboriginal names Nunjala. Dombnt and Kalambo for

the species and the last of diese is still in use by mixed Tchingilli and Mudburra
blacks at Daly Waters, though it is 20 years since the animal was seen by them
there. Mr. Bateman also supplies the names Intamunga and Puturamueka as

being used on Melville Island. About 60 specimens have been listed in over-

seas collections, but it is much less well represented in Australian museums.
The animal was flown to me from Port Darwin and the air lift of 2.000

miles, spanning, a considerable climatic gap, terminated in unusually cold

weather in an Adelaide spring (August) which continued lor much of the

period of captivity. Although it was provided with artificial warmth and much
thought taken fur its comfort in roomy quarters, it remained extremely secretive

and could only be momentarily glimpsed by torch light. When denied its

1 The specific name hiisittws was consistently used for the species through all the
changes in its &enrn"e designation from Aiwa Jiirsutw; of Gould 1&42, through HapalotL%
Conilurus-, Amvumajs to Masemhriomt/s,, anil in the definitinn of its three subspecies. Jo
recent years it has been superseded by ^>tultlii of Gray 1843 on the grounds of its pre-
occupation by Mux hirsutus oi Elliot 1839. The animal So named by Elliot is now known
as Golurida cllloti Gray 1837 (fiile HlkTinao) and belongs to an Oriental ^eiius whose species
cannot possibly lie confused with those of the Australian Mcwmhriomi/s. 7n view of these
facts and of its nnambieruoTts use for 90 years- in all the formative contributions to the
knowledge of the animal, there would seem to bo a strong oaso tor tho conservation of
hirsutus in MfJiemhriomtffi. This would make possible the continued use of goukiii mNntttniys,

as is done a* late a* 1951 by Tale.
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nesting hoy occasionally tor observation it repulsed all advances with implacable
frrocity and was a difficult subject for photography, so that Lhe attempt to gam
some insight into its habits aud peculiarities was largely nugatory, Dahl (1897)
writes of its irritability and savage tamper in the wild and the severity of it*

biting, and the blacks I interrogated at Daly Waters in 1953, who formerly
took it by hand from hollow trees, also spoke feelingly of what they called its

"cheekiness". In its frequent rages, the captive displayed considerable vocal
power* of a kind quite different from the squealing and piping of more normal
Forms, such as Hatttis, Psetulomys, Gijomtjs and Mtt&

}
raising its voice progres-

sively into a #irl of whirring machine-like crescendo, not unlike some of the
t'ltafangnrid/lC, such as PeUmrus hrt-vicepx. There was no difficulty in keeping
it nourished us it ate very freely of sugared biscuits of several sorts (a taste

evidently inculcated by the air hostess, as his box was strewn with them on
arrival), of bananas and other soft fruits and of mixed grain, but show**! no
interest in green vegetation nor flesh foods. Dahl records that the chief food
of the species in the Daly River districts is the fruit of the local Pmidnnufi
odowMmmm\but the stomach of one of those examined below, which was taken
on tlw> Stewart lliver in North Queensland, was crammed with a gritty mass
in which die shell of a fresh water mussel appeared to be the chief constituent.

When examined after three months' detention, the Garden Point animal was
iotiud to be in excellent condition, weighing 670 g. arid showing a smooth, well-

groomed coat; nti externa] parasites were noted. Kllerrnan (J941) records a
life span of more than four year?* in captivity in London.

hi checking over the characters of the species, I have used for comparison
eight other specimens in the South Australian Museum representing all three
of tin. 1 areas from which the described geographic forms have come. Six of
tli^se were collected for the Museum in I913-M by Mr. W\ P. Dodd. whose
itinerary in the field was planned during the directorate of Sir Edward Stirling

and two are donations from Mr. P. Foelsche, formerly stationed at Port Darwin.
The account which follows is based primarily on roy freshly chloroformed cap-
tive, which is a young adult male, and four additional examples from Melville
Island, and thus represents the form M. hirsutus mcloitlensis Ilayman 1936;
where subspeeific uniformity is departed h*om : it is noted in the text, and an
appraisal of the validity of the described forms, as far as the material permits, is

appended later.

EXTERNALCHARACTERS
Form stout, with sturdy arms and shoulders and thick neck; the hind

quarters <>re considerably larger than the fore, but not greatly exaggerated.
The head (Plate 2 and Plate 3. Fig. A) large and deep, with a strongly

protuberant rhujarhun and labia well developed but not pouted as ill LaporiUus.
At a point one-third of the distance from the ihmarinm to anterior eanthus of
the eye. the?e Is a dent in the profile, the remaining curvature to the crown being
roodcralcK convex. The eye is large, black and very brilliant and is sur-

rounded by an area of almost nude epidermis, which in turn is conspicuously
ringed by a narrow band of jet black hair; the upper eye lashes are fairly well
developed Teaching 4 mm. in length. The ear is large, thick in substuuee. rather
narrow and with its maximum breadth below the midpoint; it is carried well
away fruin the head and conspicuously pricked. The epidermis of its inner
surface is dusky brown with bluish pink areas showing through on the couch
and the margins almost black; processes of the conch are well marked ant! the
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toured notch deep and undivided. The cephalic vlhrhsae are strongly developed
and entirely black except for the interramals which are paler at the tip. The
rt'ivslieial set reach 100 nun. as a maximum, the supraorbitals 38 mm., and the

tenuis, two of which spring from a very stronglv developed papilla, 35 mm.
The posloral group was not traced in adults of the Melville Island lot, but in

a snUididt all-black bristles on this site reached .14 mm. and in an adult female
iii KfJt raito:ctc$. 20 mm.; the submentals reach 12 mm. and the jnterrainals

23 mm.
The gencrul physiognomy is distinctive and in some features sder^id

rather than murine.

The mantis is variably developed, but is usually Iar.ee in respect to the
CUK'taJ size of the animal, and sometimes much stouter than in the example*
figured (PI, 3, Klg. C). The length from bct.se of metacarpal pads to apical
pad. excluding claw, reaches 30 mm. in adults, the breadth from base of digit

5, 1A mm., yielding & breadth/length ratio of (M7, the 3rd digit. 13 mm., and
its nail 8 mm; in two examples of the typical race in which the manus is vcrv
heavy the breadth rises to 16 mm. and the value of B/L to 6*33 us ma.vimu.
The digital formula is* the normal 3>4>2>5> 1, but the polle.\ is unusually
large and apparently functional and provided with a broad, hhmt. pro-rctim*
sheath-like naif; the claws of die other digits varying much in length from
individual to individual, hut always stout and strongly curved and unusually
deep clorso-ventrallv al the base: pale yellowish in colour, but slightly dark-
ened along the dor.sal curve.

The. genera! palmar surface is lightly creased,, not noticeably punctate
and in Hie its colour is a pale slightly bluish pink with the pads and digital

ridges .strongly contrasted in blackish brown. The palmar aspect of the digils

is quite hairless, -and the ridge.s prominent, entire and unusually numerous; 8 or
t) eta D3 and D4 t but Teaching 11 in one subadult of the typical race— the
highest count noted on an Australian murid. The metacarpal pads are broad
and obtusely oval and greatly exceed the interdigilals in area; the outer (hypo-
t lienor) much larger than tiie inner, which has its long axis inclined laterad
towards the pullex and its distal margins well raised above the base. The
lateral interdigitals are subtriangular or inverted heart-shaped, with a strongly

developed satellite pad a( (he base of the outer, and the median pad ij broad
inverted pyriiorm, the size sequence for area is outer metacarpal > inner meta-
carpal > 3rd mterdigital > 1st > 2nd, The palmar pads are strongly striated,

the apical pads of the digits, feebly so,

The pes (Plate 3, Kig. B) has numerous well-marked peculiarities. Its

dimensions vary, but yield several maxima which exceed all other Australian
muriris, except possibly the species of Vromtjs, hi plantar aspect it tapers
stronglv Iron* a broad interdigital area to a nude strongly constricted heel; its

relative #Ze is large, attaining in the largest examples 25 p.e. of the head and
body length and a maximum breadth/length ratio of 30; the 3rd digit reaches
16 mm. and its nail 9-5 mm. (II mm. in one example of M,h. tdth)i(h>s). The
digital formula is 4>3>2>5:-J

7 but the disproportion between the lateral

and median digits is much less than that which prevails in the majority uf

Australian .species, both the hallux and D.5 being longer in their phalanges and
at die same time their bases are brought into a more anterior position on the
pes. by longer metatarsals supporting them. Thus the apical pad of the hallux,

which in most Australian species lies far below the level of the base of D.2,
here reaches to its posterior tliird, and similarly that ol DTi lo [he anterior third
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of VA. The digital ridges arc strongly developed and clear cut and are entire

except posteriorly, where some obscure bifurcation may be seen; all show mor«

or less distinctly the novel feature of anteroposterior striation, hut there is no

scalation; they are numerous, ranging from 9-11 on the median digits in the

Melville Island material and to 14 in a subadult of the typical race, which (like

that of the manus) is the highest count I have obtained in an Australian rat.

The claws are still stronger than in the inarms and almost equally curved, and

slightly darker in colour.

The plantar surface generally is soft and plump, markedly punctate, but

with the creasing reduced to a minimum; the colour in life as in the manus. but

with the differential darkening of the pads and digital ridges carried still

further* The disposition of (he interdigital pads is unusually symmetrical

Owing to the above peculiarity of the lateral digits; they are of but moderate

si/e, but very sharply defined and well raised above cingulum-likc structures,

which also have margins almost as well defined as the pads which surmount

them, in contrast to the rather amorphous folds of integument usually found in

that site. The lateral pair arc somewhat kidney shaped; the inner (l.D.l) with

two rather ill-defined accessory pads at its post era- external corner and the outer

(I.D.I) with a single well-defined satellite at the middle of its postero-latcral

margin, and a vestige of another anterior to it; the 2nd inter-digital is obtusely

oval and the 3rd inverted pyriform, and the size sequence (area) is approx.

j=4>2-3,
Hie metatarsal pads are remarkably elaborated. The inner pud takes the

form of a shallow crescent- or boomerang-shaped structure, concave outwards

and with an overall length of 19 mm. and average width of about 2 mm., ex-

panding to 3-5 mm. at the club-shaped Tipper extremity. In the* example

figured (Pi. 3, Fig. B) there is a well-marked antero-internal process reaching

out into the centre of the sole towards a corresponding process of the opposite

pad —this feature, however, is absent or only very weakly indicated in the

other eight examples examined. The outer metatarsal pad is of enormous

length and when undivided may span two-thirds of the interval between the

heel and the 4th iiiteidigital; it runs an almost straight line course parallel to

the margin of the foot and has a maximum length of 2** mm. and average, witlth

iif 2-5 mm. expanding tu 4-5 nun. at the anterior extremity. It is constricted

at several points in its length and in must examples splits up at these nocks into

a cltam of from two to four separate elements with low gaps between, but

cutirc and divided pads may occur on opposite feet of the same animal. All

pads are strongly strialed at right angles to their long axes, except the apicaU,

which are concentrically cngra\<"cd.

'the tail is very long and Hexile, but gives no external evidence of pre-

hensile functions; its length ranges in the Melville Island material from 108-128

pe, hut reaches 150 p.c. of the head and body length in one example from

Arnhem Land; it t;ipers gently and uniformly to the small horny spur winch

[onus its apex. The scrottim in the captive male is conspicuous and well dis-

tended to accommodate enlarged testes in November, hot the condition WMJnot

cheeked satisfactorily in wild caught examples. The mammaeare abdomiuo-

inguinal only; 0-2 —4; in a subadult female of the typical race, they were lar^e;

the posterior about 5 mm. from the bast; of the genital tubercle and the antcrmr

ii mm. from the- postejior.
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Some external dimensions of nine examples are summarized in the table

below. Number 4 was measured \v\ the flesh shortly after death; number 5
is a filled skin, and the rest arc alcohol preserved,

XORTH
ARN11T i ,AND MELVU.1 r .. v 'i QUEENS-

LAND

Young Sub- Sub- Young Sub- sub-
Adult ad. ad. Adult Adult ad. ad. Adult. Adult

^ t 9 7 a o* V' %.

1

300

2 3 4

284

5

208

6 7 8 9

Head and Body 210 201) 203 228 297 315
na. C!ft. on. oa.

Tail: longth 277 2S0 300 303 810 205 Uh 830 350
11H*. r

j
a. «a. ca. OS,

Ta.il: %Hand B - - 13ft 150 128 115 129 108 111 111
White Of Tail - - 73 85 80 82 .

—

80 107
P«s: iefigtrj ei7 62 62 71 84 59 58 02 04

EftT 30 30 3£j §8 X in — 31

ca.

33
c-a.

35 35
ca.

lUnnarium to oyo 35 so 28 &fl — 28

ca.

as 35 38

Kye to oar og 20 18 24 —

-

10

ea.

18 22 22

PELAGE

The type on which Haynian (1936) based his description of the pelage of

M. Itirsufus metvillen&is was an animal kept in captivity in London, Although
in good agreement with the material now examined, it has been thought well

to supplement it in some particulars by the following observations made upon
field skins of animals killed in the wild as well as on the Garden Point specimen
kept in captivity here.

Coat comparatively harsh and thin; mid-dorsaIly there are three series.

(1) An undcrfur of 14 rnm. not slaty nor plumbeous as is usual;, but very dark
grey or blackish (about Ridgway's fuscous black) and not, or very obscurely,

annulated. (5!) Stouter hairs of 23 mm. concolorous with the undcrfur in the

basal half, which is followed by a 5 mm. band of warm buff, and the extreme
tip, black, (3) All black guard hairs to 42 mm. The general colour of the

dorsum is a coarse grizzle of black and buff, paler on the nape and forcquarters,

but rapidly darkening to almost black tin the mid-dorsum and rump, through a

great increase in the number and length of the guards. K smnll area on the

nape and preseapular area is mure richly coloured than the rest, the subtermraal

hand here being an orange buff, near Ridgway's oehraeeous tawny.
The ventrum is shorter furred, and with the basal colour paler than on

the dorsum, but still drab rather than plumbeous (about hair brown). The
undcrfur of 10 mm. is overlain by a second series reaching 18 mm. with a
terminal band of pale buff, and lightly sprinkled with all black hairs. The
basal drab shows through strongly and lire general effect is of a dull butfy

grizzled grey which occupies all the ventrum and extends on to the anterior
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lateral surface as well. Except for the darker scrotum, the whole ventrum js

verv uniform. There is a narrow nude area in advance of the genital tuheTcle

and the narrow posterior extremities of the scrotum are also nude and with the
epidermis nearly black.

Crown of head, cheeks and neck grizzled like the lower forcback. Lips,

rhinal and inysticiaJ area and a ring round the eyes jet black and the muzzle
also much darkened though finely grizzled. Ears densely furred jet black on
the whole external surface and on [ho interior margins, and strongly contracted

with the crown. Outci 1 aspect of forelimb darker than the adjacent lateral

surface and becoming increasingly so distally until carpus* metacarpus and
dibits of maims are jet black, with uo lighter markings. Hind limb also darker

externally than the adjacent body surface and becoming flossy jet black ou
tarsus, metatarsus and digits with a similar absence of variegation. Thr tail

strongly haired on all surfaces, largely obscuring the scales which are S per cm.
proximally and 6 per cm. mid-dorsully, where the hairs are 5 scales long. It is

jet black on nil surfaces except lor a variable apical portion which becomes
abruptly greyish white and lengthens progressively on ufi surfaces to a terminal

pencil of 10 mm. ca.

The Garden Point specimen, after three months captivity in Adelaide, was
found to be in a different moult phase from the above, the three components
of the much shorter coat averaging mid-dorsally 9

r
1G and 27 mm, respectively.

The coat tv^s glossy and even hut on the posterior back showed a heavily
gri/y.lccl replacement Coat rnincrjmg with the fuseus underfur. The seoontl

series in the London type, with a length of 35-40 nun,, is much longer than in

any of the Joenl material.

THE SKULL AND DENTITION

The cranial and dental characters of the species wcie briefly diagnosed

by Thomas (1906, 1909) and dealt with in more debut by Ellerman (1941)
and T;ite (1951), sometimes with corirlieting result*. The following notes at

species level covering some additional points, are based on the skull of the

Garden Point specimen, together with that of a young adult # from Arnhem
Lund at the same stage, and a inueli younger male skull wflh unworn molars

from die same area.

The skull is stout and densely ossified. The general form in dorsal aspect

is narrow, with the maximum zygomatic breadth less than half the greatest

length (O'14-O 'IS), zygomatic arch with Hie maximum width either median nr

posterior in adults and the combined outline a narrow oval somewhat flattened

at the sides and in the young .skull slightly concave; the anterior root of the

y.vgomm though massive, has little Literal development, dropping rapidly below
the dorsal level. Rostrum heavy and broad, the nasals with little posterior

taper and the least width at the nasofrontal suture nbout 28 p.e. of ihe length.

Preorhital fossa medium In siv.c, rather narrow from above and with the outer

wall slanting inwards rather markedly. Anterior frontal region unusually broad
and inflated and infringing on the orbits so that the lacrymals, which arc small

and rugose, are deeply imbedded between the front u Is and the zygoma root

and scarcely project into the orbit at all. lnterorbital region strongly coneuve
as noted by Ellerman, a distinct depression extending to or beyond the coronal

suture Brain ease much longer than wide and with feebly developed temporal
crust* following the rather sharply angulated parieto -squamosal suture to the

supraorbital ridges, which in the Melville Js. example especially, are sharp and
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slightly overhanging. Interparietal as given by Collett (J 897); a large, broad
sharply undulated element.

in lateral aspect the most conspicuous feature i.s the sharp division of the
dorsal profile into two distinct planes meeting in an angle of ca. 155% the
junction being slightly in advance pi Wand marking the" maximum depth of
the skull. The anterior margin of the zygomatic plate has a convex but some-
what sloping shoulder without spine and its lower course is variably pitched
and may be the scat of racial difference

(
infra). The tympanic annulus is

large, and has prominent thickened margins and the Ungulate process of the
squainosal overlying the petrous temporal and mastoid is developed to remark-
able strength and is a conspicuous object above and behind the meatus.

The anterior palatal foramina are variable as to breadth, overall shape, posi-
tion of septal suture and posterior extension—in the latter particular they fall short
of the molar rows by half the length of M1 in the Melville Island" skull and
almost reach them in the immature Arnhem Land specimen. Two minute
{? nasopalatine) foramina are constantly developed in the premaxillae. anterior
to the incisive canals and wilhin 2 mm. of the alveolar border; they are evidently
homologies with those which in LepoHlhts coalesce to form a single median
aperture at the same site. The palate has been described m contradictory terms
hy Ellerman and Tate; in the present material, at its narrowest point between
rm first molars, I find that its breadth compared with that of M1 varies h'oiu
1*7 in the heaw toothed Arnhem Land skulls to 2-1 in that of Melville Island;
so measured, the palate is certainly not nart'ow therefore, and might be de-
scribed as* broad in relation to the majority of Australian species; the median
spur on its posterior margin may be strongly developed or almost suppressed.
The pterygoid plales are also very strongly' developed and terminate bhmtlv
without hamulur processes. The bullae fall short of the molar rows in length,
and in so large a skull, are relatively small. A very conspicuous feature m
the pulubrl aspect of (he skull is the great width of the mesopterygoid fossa —
half as gJeat again as (hat of the eefoptervgoid.

The mandible is massive, has u straight inferior border and comparatively
slight cnmrgmaHon of the posterior border above the angle; the coionohl is

distinctly developed though much minted, its relative size about a* in Mwttt*
cotm/s fusntx and hc)K>ri{lu$ joncsi Within the Zyzomyid group of genera, the
relative development flf the enronoid appears to follow the sequence Zyzatttifs >
Laomys > Xfrsmihriomijs > Couilttrub,

The upper incisors are very large teeth with a variable angle: the Melville
Islnnd example bn'ng less opisthodent than those from Arnhem Land, in the
toimer also the incisors arc notched almost as in Mas muscuht*. in the molars
tbe eingulum ol M1

is large and prominent anteriorly, but the accessory disputes,
hvo or more of which arc usually claimed lor the dentition, are cither absent
or very small and imperfect and could not justly be compared with the Le-^rJ-
thwt condition. The buccal cusps Vary from skull to skull and someiimcs on tht

rvyo sides of the same skull; T.3 of M' although small is generally quite distinct
and sepanile, but T.fi and T.9 are almost absorbed By the median cusp. In
Wa

tia interesting feature in one of the mainland skulls is a very distinct though
minute T.3 as in ApoJamta and Aromys of the Talaearctio; it is also feebly
indicated in the Melville Island individual. In the latter also (on one side
only) a supplementary eusplct is crowded in between T.i and T4 giving the
appearance ol* a duplication of the former, In Ma the posterointernal cusp
T-7 is well developed in the two Arnhem Land skulls (which therefore have
Hie fid I antero-postcrior complement of nine lingual cusps), but is absent in
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the Melville Island example. The cusp formula of the upper molars, using

the Miller potation is:—

T.3 : T.3 f T.l : X : X or (T.3)
f

T.l : X : X
M1

\ TA : T.5 : T.G M2
\ T.4 : T.5 : T.6 W\ T.4 i T 5 T.8

Y&i (T.9) 1 1t.7:T.8: (T.9) [XwT.7 r T.8 --X

) = greatly reduced..

In tlie lower molars the posterior median supplementary cusp is strongly

developed in Mt and M-. and feebly indicated also on M:v In the Melville

Island specimen an anterior .supplementary cusp also appears on the first lamina

of Mi in a median site between the two main elements —again us in Apt?(htnus.

Johnson (1952) has recorded the occurrence of supernumaiy upper check

teeth in this species.

The following figures give in turn some skull dimension* of the young

adult male from Garden Point, Melville Island; a young adult male at the same

growth stage from the Northern Territory mainland, and it much younger male

From the same area. Greatest length, 62 :
8, B3V& 58-0: basal length, 56 -7, 57-4,

50*7; zygomatic breadth. 30-2. 28-8, 264); interorhital breadth, 10-2. 10-5, 9-3;

imvals length, 26-3. 25-1, 22-2; nasals greatest breadth, 7*3, 7*0, 6-7; palatal

length, 370, 37-0, 33-4; anteiior palatal foramina, length, 11-6, 11 9. 11-8;

(Mill breadth, 4-2, 3 4. 4-0; bulla length, 9-1, 8-8, 89; Ms1 '\ 1M> 113, 11 -6.

SKELETAL CHARACTERS
The disarticulated skeleton of the Garden Point specimen gives the fol-

lowing data. Vertebrae; cervical 7; thoracic 13; lumbar 7- sacral 2; caudal 35,

Possibly the element here reckoned as the first caudal woold be fused to the

I roe saerais in later life, but there would not be four sacrals as is frequent iu

ruttm. The mesosteruum has 5 segments. Scapula, max, length, 36*5; ditto,

max. breadth, 17-5; clavicle, length, 18-3; humerus, length, 43-0; ditto, distal

breadth, 10-5; radius, length, 38-7; ditto, max. distal breadth, 4-9: ulna, length,

47-8; ulna, max- breadth (coronoid), 5-5; femur,, length, 56-5; ditto, distal (inter

condylar), breadth, 11-6; tibia, length, 65 - 4 ; ditto, proximal breadth (medial

aspect), 11 0; maximum, combined tibio-fibular breadth, 12-5; fibula, greatest

proximal breadth, 7-£; ih'o-ischial length of 1 pelvic ramus, 59*4; ilium breadth

ditto, 11-0; ischial breadth, ditto, 18-5.

SUBSPECIFIC DIFFERENTIATION

Two subspecies have been distinguished from the primary form of Arnhcm
Land, by reference to differences in such characters as general pelage colour,

markings of the maims and pes, pes length, extent of white on the tail, and

the relative development of the zygomatic plate in the skull, etc. Although

the species is represented by considerable series in more than one European

Museum, no detailed analysis of characters has so far been attempted, and until

this is done and the normal range of variation in a homopatric group is deter-

mined, the real stains of the described forms must remain to some extent un-

certain The material here reviewed is not sufficient to explore this field

adequately, but the following comments may contribute to a partial clarification.

1. Xtescnibriomyx Irir.snhis li'trsutm Could, 1842.

Three specimens only have been available and none is accurately localized:

there is conrribiitory evidence, however, that all three are almost certainly from

AmhemLand or die Daly River drainage of the Northern Territory.
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Published dimensions might be taken to indicate thai this farm is larger

than M.h. mclcillcnsix and with a relatively longer tail, but tin's may be due in

part at least to the lack of aged males of the latter for eomparisun. The data
available, however, is too heterogeneous and scanty to permit of reliable dedue-
llQKIS on this head at present.

The body form and limbs in the- three examined here are somewhat stouter
than in the Melville Island examples, the mauus in particular being thick and
heavy and with shorter claws and mterdigital pads and there is a tendency h>r
higher counts in the digital ridges, one suhadult carrying 11 on D3 of the
manus and 14 on D4 of the pes. The two complete tails are relatively loneor
than in the other examples - 136 to 150 pc. of the head and body length US
compared with a range of 108-125 p.c. in similarly immature nwlvilknsis, but
previously published figures do uot indicate any significant difference in the. tuil

hn0b of adults.

Tlie pelage in all three is less harsh and more profuse (ban in the island
lorin and the general colour much paler especially on the outer aspect of the
limbs, The ventral fur is creamy white to base withoul trace of darker tickinc;

Tlit* dorsum of the pes (PI. 3„ Fig. D) is strikingly variegated with blotches
of cream and black in all three specimens and this is apparently almost invari-
ably the case as (here seeins tc> be no siwxific record to the contrary in the litera-

ture of the 5G-odd examples which have been noted. Gould's plate, however
(18.57), which is presumably diawn from the second specimen from Port
Easington (since the type skin lacked feet) appears to have the dorstun of the
feet all black. The dorsum of the manus also carries marking* though less

conspicuous and generally confined to a cream or buff area along the outer
margin of the metacarpus and some white fringing bristles at the apical pads
<if the digits.

2. Mcsemhriomyx fiirsutus nwtrtlJett.w llayman, 1936.

This appears to me to be a well-round arid even strongly differentiated
insular racv. Its disthictinns lie chiefly in pelage characters, and llayman
based his excellent description on four examples, three of which were living
at tin: time in the Zoological Gardens, London; the five additional specimens
I rum Melville Island here examined are in good accord with his findings and
\v< II contrasted with both the abnve primary forrn from the Northern Territory
mainland and that of Cape Ynrk Peninsula. It is a somewhat slimmer animal
than M,h, himttus and with a rather harsher coat and a distinctly atrale colour
scheme, which affects the head and external, aspect of the limbs differentially
so that they are thrown Into contrast with the lighter sides and forebaek. The
ears are more densely furred externally und are uniformly jet black, as are also
the dorsal surfaces of manus and pes, the characteristic markings of the animal
from the adjacent mainland being cpiite suppressed. The ventral surface is

quite different in appearance from that of the latter, bcin* dark grey at the
base and huffy grey externally and with a distinct admixture ni all black hufrs
so that the genera] cnlour is a rather dark grizzled drab like the sides and
totally different from the all-cream veutrum of the primary race,

Dimensions ^iven by llayman for the type, which is a male at about the
same developmental statue as Nci. 4 of the table (.supm), agree as to head and
body and talk but his pes length is lower (63 e.f. 71); Tate's remeasuremenl of
the type, however correcls this to 68. The local material gives widely different
values for pes length in the adult 4 and 9 (71 e.f. 62). which is not fore-
shadowed in tlie other I wo groups, and is probably an individual rather than a
sexual peculiarity. Tlie car' measurement of 14 for the type is higher than in
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any Rf the four taken here from the tragal notch (44 ei. 38 max.), hut tlif*

method of measurement may be different.

Comparison of the dimension* of the three skulls here examined with those

already published, suggests that there* are tew, if any, valid differences between

die Melville Island and Arnhem Land fonas. Considerably higher values have

been recorded for tire latter, but tin's is very likely due to age differences as no

aged niclvillcnm skull has yet been examined. It is possible that the molar

lows iuav bcshortei in the latter (1M-11-I c,f. 11-3-12) and individual molars

a little narrower. 'lute's claim of a difference in the bulla does not stand. In

non-metrical points, Hayman's opinion that there is a difference in the slope

of the free margin of the zygomatic plate, seems to be confirmed and it should

also be mentioned that the arching of die profile is mm-ii steeper in the Garden

Point skull than in the two Arnhem Land examples. In both these latter also.

the parieto-squamosal suture shows an abrupt angle of re-entrance into the

squamosal near the posterior root of the zygoma, which is much less developed

in die island example. Several other minor differences are noted (Kupra), but

it is unlikely dtat dicsc have a geographical baxix.

I am at a loss to understand Tate's statement that "the type differs little

from other races"— the general level of distinction of melvillcnm' from hirsutus

is distinctly higher than that generally accepted as justifying a trinomial in

Muridae and appears to be maintained with satisfactory constancy in the nine

specimens now examined. Moreover, the faclor of complete geographical

isolation and the considerable differential gradient attained across so small a

water gap as Clarence Strait, arc. as llayinan suggested, additional reasons for

accepting it as a valid form.

The status of the Balhurst Island representative, separated by the still

narrower Apsley Strait, remains to be determined.

3. Mcsembriomijs hivmtui rattoides Thomas, 1U24.

Thomas founded this name on three specimens from Cape York Peninsula

tif Queensland, which were more or less intermediate between M.h. hirxitttis

ami M.h. mchlUonls in ventral pelade, being gn# at base and greyish white

rather than cream externalh. lie flttfl considered that the foot was longer in

(Queensland than in Arnhem Land. Tate (1951) on re-examiniutf the Ivpe.

described the ventral fur as light grey basally and yellowish externally, which

considerably reduces the distinction in this feature. He alao found marked

differences ill pelage due to moult phase in additional specimens taken at the

Paseoe Fiver and Port .Stewart in 1948, but confirmed the longer jwqj.. it is

en be noted in the latter connection, however, that the 1 range in M.h. ntehittenfiis

reaches the maximum for rattoults (71 mm.). Hayman (193(5) states that both

all black and variegated feet occur in the three raUoideH in the British Museum,

hnt Tale does not discuss this feature in his four additional examples. lbs

skull measurements suggest that the anterioi' palatal foramina average longer

in rttttoktes than in hirsutits.

A single specimen, an adult 9 In alcohol, collected by W. P. Dodd in 19M
on the Stewart River of the Pacific Coast or Cape York Peninsula, Queensland,

has been examined for external and pelage characters only. The general eulora-

lion is nearer MM, hirsutux than M.h. melviUenm, though die venlral pelade

is intermediate and possibly somewhat nearer the hitter. The cars in this

specimen arc nearly nude, the dorsum of manns and pes quite black, and the

font length low (64 mm.). No skull of miloideH has been examined here and

there is no comment by Tate on his new material apart from dimensions; these

mfijdil indicate that it lias the largest skull of the tnree forms.
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With this degree of overlapping it is impossible at present to assess the

standing of mU.oi(les\ though clearly it is much less distinct from typical hirxnius

than from melvillemis, There is a prol nihility that in recent times at least the

Arnhein Land and Queensland populations have been isolated; the characteristic

northern Eucalyptus savannah woodland, which seems to be the chief habitat of

the mainland forms is interrupted by a /one of treeless Mitchell grass downs
towards the southern shore of the Gulf of Carpentaria.

ADAPTIVE MODIFICATIONS

It is remarkable that the .arboreal adaptations' of Mesemhrionajs, partknWIv
in the pes, have Found icunt mention in the definition of the genus, bnt have
been ousted and overlain by traditional and tjuite erroneous views of its ter-

resln'jtl saltatory or Jerboa-like modifications.

On emergence Irom the ecn'ly omnibus "genus" iV/u.v, the two species of

Mf^tmbriomys were lumped with many others which are now considered vci'y

diverse, in the almost equally omnibus hot purely Australian genus. Rapohtis
of Liechtenstein, in which enlarged hind limbs, modified feet, lengthened ears

.•iid long aud tufted tail were considered to indicate adaptive unuJugy to I he

Jerhoas of the Old World. Analysis of this complex of species, chiefly by Old-
field Thomas, had by 1909 split Lichtenstems JlapaloHs into the Lwo groups of

currently accepted genera, Zyzainys, r,/vmm/s\ Conih.tti.tfi xensn stricin. and
Mcscmljriamff* on the one hand and f^poriUus and Notowtjs on the other. Tho
saltatory clement in the original complex is now seen to be isolated in Notomus
alone, hut recognition of this fact, was long delayed and as late as 191-1 the

species of Mescinbrlorny-'i are still described in Brehm's Tierleben as
v;

Anstra-

lischen springratten" with "nanieutlleh aber vedangerten hinter biencn".

The first references of Gould and Gray contained no mention of the babirs

of the animal and Gilbert, who forwarded the type to London, if he had in Lot ma*
t/ou on this head, evidently did not transmit it. in 1871 Gerrard KrefTt in

Sydney, who appears to have had very sound views on the field relations of

many Australian mammals, published a list: of Australian rats with a broad
classification into hour categories, based on what was known locally of their

habits. In this scheme he divided llapaloti.'i into two sections, "The Tree Rats

representing the Scjnirrels in Australia" and the "Jerboa Eats". His allocation of

some of tire species to the first group would not meet with acceptance now. but
Mcsembrknvys hirvninx was correctly placed their as "The Great Ha|>aInt)S oi

Tree Rat of North Australia". Krefft, I believe, never worked personally in the

habitats of the species, but evidently had access to information on it, derived

from Strange or Macgillivray or other early collectors in the North. In LSW7.

Knut Dahl published an excellent first-hand account of both species of Nesem*
hritntMjs- in which the tree haunting habits ol hirsufus and its ability as u climber
were well documented tor the first lime. These two contributions on the natural

history of the animal, as noted above, made no impact on the classifications

which were worked out in 1 .ondon, which followed severely theoretical IhieSj

and it wa.s not till 1931 that the arboreal character of the genus was plainly

stated by Tate.

The significance of the moderately enlarged hind limb (in controdistinctinn

to elongation and narrowing of the £>es) which is found more or less developed
in must erf the six genera named above, is evidently rail adaptive in the narrow
and immediate sense, since it occurs alike in arboreal, cursorial, truly saltatory

and rock-haunting foims of Australian niurids and tn monodclphia. in groups

as different in habits as Lcporidac and Sciundae. Gray earlv recognised this

peculiarity of the larger members of "Hapalatis" and coined the not altogether
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inappropriate name of "Babbit Ratx" tut them, though it has been suggested
that the ear form also had its influence in this. Jo the evolution of the generic*
concept of Mesembriomys it play* a diminishing part and the above statement
10 Btehm's Tierleben may be contrasted with that o[ Thomas in 1909, Turin
normal" —or of Longman, 1916 —'legs not markedly unequal

4

', justification

for the latter may be obtaiued by expressing the length of the humerus plus
nhia-radius as a percentage of that of femur plus tibia, thus obtaining an apprnvi-
matc intcnnembral index which gives, an estimate of the relative "development
of the fore and hind limb, sans manus and pes. In Mescmbrionujs Idrsuhis this

is 75, LeporUtiis jonesi 73, Ilattus lutreola 78, B, ratlus alexaudrinus 79,
Oryctolagus euniculus 11, and fj'pus evropaeus S3.

The pes was thought by Thomas (1900) to be Jong and narrow; a mistake
corrected by Ellerman in 1941 and again by Tale in 1951. Its Irngdi in rela-

tion to that of liead and body (max. 25 p.c.) is certainly Jrfgh wheti computed
With most Australian llatttts species, but is closely approached in this by several
non-saltatory forms such as Gtjomys apodemoides 25 p.c, LetmriUus eonditu!
and apicatia 24 p.c, and Laomys pedunetdalus and Rotius greyi 22 p.c., and
talis much below its value in saltatory Notomys, which in Ihe five species
mcusiired ranges from 32-35 p.c. The hallmark of the saltatory pes, moreover,
is in the low breadth/length ratio, which in the above Notomys spa. has the
range 11-12 (11 )

p.c. as against the remarkably high value of 24-30 (2fj) p.c- in
Mesembriomys himttus vars. Metrical support of terrestrial saltatory speciali-
zation is therefore lacking. Tate claimed as "scansoiial" modifications, chiefly
the width of the metatarsal segment of the foot and the large size and strong
eucvature of the claws. In view of what is now well established as to the habits
and habitats of the animal, ihis wide term may wive place to one of narrower
connotation, and most of the features of the pes listed below may be regarded ai

evidence of arboreal adaptation, analogous to those found in other groups of trec-

vlhnbers, and including verv likely, the modified type of arhoreal "snication~
from branch to branchy frequent iu such forms.

J. The relatively great length of the hallux and of D5 and their more anterior
position on the pes. The former of these two conditions was recognised by Eller-
man and the latter is also valid. Whether these features are to be regarded as
specializations de novo, or rather as a retention of primitive conditions may be
debated, hut they certainly run counter to the trend in most Australian terrestrial

genera, which (especially in snbdesert areas) show a progressive reduction in thr
size of the lateral digits with a markedly posterior position on the pes, culminat-
ing in the extreme condition of Notomys, whieh (s inescapably specialised.

The disposition of Ds, 1 and 5 on the £>cs of M. hirsutus is similar to that
tin some arboreal species of the Austro-Paeifie genera Cyromys and Vnicom\js\
but whether it is accompanied in life by an increase \u the range of lateral

movements of these digits, there is no evidence to show.

2. Ht^h Vtdue of the breadth /length ratio of fhc foot. This trend in h
^CJKral way is parallel to the above, the neatest analogues amongst Australian
forms being species of Melomys nnc\ Uromys. with Notomys again providing
the opposite extreme. Laomys pedunetdalus and some Ratlus sp[j. ('e.g.

lutteola)^ which are not usually suspected of arboreal habits, offer partial excep-
tions and have very high IJ/L values, Laomys, however, may be sean.snnal in

the sense of ruck climbing.

3. Increased size, strength and curvature of the nam of the digits. This is

a strongly marked feature shown also in the manus, and equalled by few, if

any, Australian .species.
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4. Increase in the number, area, and effectiveness oj the plantar structures

involved in jrkiional con/act. This is the roost obvious, if not the most signi-

ficant, modification of the member. It is shown in the rubber-like consistence

and pimetutiori or the general plantar surface; in the prominence and multi-

plication of I he digital ridges and their striation: in the height and sharp sculp-

turing of the interdigital pads; and particularly in the enormous development
of the metatarsal pads, which (especially in the outer of the two) is probably
unique in Australian muridae and recalls the condition of some of the arboreal

Dasyuridae.
The tail, as mentioned (supra), gives no evidence of prehensile powers,

but it may be recalled that the long lenumally tufted tail in general is by no
means exclusive to terrestrial saltators like the Jerboas, but is strongly developed
in such typical arboreal animals as the Tree Shrews (Titpaia) and Tarsius.

In some particulars the modifications listed above may fall short of what
is found in some Austro-Pacific muridae and are certainly much inferior to

those of the perfected arboreal forms of the Oriental region, such as Haeromifs
and Oriromysciis. Nevertheless, they probably entitle Mesembriomifs hirsutus

(in spite of the Jerboa myth) to rank at least equally with the tree-living species

of Uromys and Melomys. as an Australian arboreal product.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES
PLATE 1

Fig. A. Dorsal aspect of the: skull of a ytiuu^ adult * of Meserrdmomys hinvtus mvlvillcnsis
fxuiu Garden Point, Melville Island, Xortheru Territory of Australia (xld).

Fig. B. Lateral aspect 1 of the same (xl-l).

1 The ltnvcr profile of the bulla figured is modified by a malformation; normallv it is

less flattened than as shown.
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Fig. C, Palatal aspect of the same (xl-1),

Fig. D. Buccal aspect of the mandible of a young adult $ of Mesemhriomys hirsutus
hirsutus from the mainland of the Northern Territory of Australia (xl-3).

Fig. E. Ditto, in an adult $ of Rattus norvegicus Erxl. for comparison with Fig. D (x 1-6).
Fig. F. Occlusal aspect of slightly worn right upper molars of the above example of Mesem-

hriomys hirsutus meivillensis (x5*0).

Fig. G. Ditto, in the above example of Mesemhriomys hirsutus hirsutus showing the full

complement of 9 lingual cusps and T3 on M2 (x5-0).

Fig. H. Ditto, in an adult ^ of Apodemus solvations Linn, for comparison with Fig. G
(xl4-0).

PLATE 2

The above example of Mesemhriomys hirsutus meivillensis in captivity in Adelaide (x 0-30 ca,).

PLATE 3
Fig. A. Ditto (x0-27ea.)-

Fig. B. Plantar aspect of right pes of the same (x l-0ca. ).

Fig. C. Palmar aspect of right manns of same (xl-9ca.).

Fig. D. Dorsal aspect of right pes of the above example of Mesemhriomys hirsutus hirsutus

(xl-5ca.).
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